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A Story Before We Get Started…





Our Curious WorldOur Curious World



We live in an age of data and disruption.

Data informs most of what we do.
It surrounds us in ways that are both obvious and subtle.

Modern technology is making things possible that were 
science fiction only a few short years ago due to increased 
processing power and advanced methods. 

This evolution changes the demands placed on enterprise
decision makers in ways that are also obvious and subtle.

At the same time, hyperdisruption is causing changes in the 
business environment that may exceed the data we have to 
fully understand.



66 years apart

Pope Benedict First Audience Pope Francis First Audience

8 years apart

Considering the pace 
of evolution

121 years apart



Sometimes, change is hard to notice when you are part of that change



Unstructured 
Data

Intentionally 
manipulated

Continuously re-thinking “all things data.”

AdversarialLocalization
Autonomous

Edge

Ethical

Benefit

Secure
Explainable



Source: https://www.deepweb-sites.com/how-big-is-the-deep-web/

Source: https://iiot-world.com/artificial-intelligence/top-worlds-artificial-
intelligence-researchers-and-influencers/

Part of the challenge is that we keep using the same words to describe different things



AI In the workplace



… the complexity of issues continues to mount

Emerging dialogue
• Changes in the workforce
• Inequality / marginalization
• AI Bias
• Adversarial Manipulation
• Federation of Technology
• Open Source implications
• Data Rights
• Intellectual Property
• Agency
• Explainability / Auditability
• Duty to Act / Cost of inaction
• Changing regulation

Changing focus:
• From open data to data rights
• From silos to bigger silos
• From cyber threats to cyber everything
• From economics to cryptoeconometrics
• From incident response to constant 

disruption





Key ChallengesExplanationInnovation Focus

The availability of qualified 
counterparties
Vetting suppliers in a timely way
Ongoing assessment

Pandemic has forever changed some 
businesses, causing shifts in product 
and service offerings as well as 
available counterparties

Lasting effects of 
pandemic

Understanding changes in a timely 
way.
Creating agile systems/processes.

Various regulations impact the type 
of information that must/may be 
collected and permissible interaction.

Changing regulations

Understanding permissible and 
advisable reactions to changes in 
supply chain.

Key supply chain counterparties may 
become unavailable.

Nation-state actions 
and sanctions

Anticipating the unprecedented.Interconnectedness causes 
increasingly surprising global impacts.

Unprecedented 
disruptions in shipping

Inefficiency of response.
Resiliency impacts. 

Recovery from disruption is 
incomplete before additional 
disruption ensues.

Network effects of 
hyperdisruption

Systems learn and react / over-react 
more quickly.

Increasingly small advantage to 
information availability.

Democratization of 
information

LEARNING

• Despite these challenges, customer 
demands are increasingly complex

• Workforce shortages compound an 
organization’s ability to react

• Resiliency is an ever-changing and 
nuanced concept

• Organizations which operate with 
outdated or inefficient process are at 
an increasing disadvantage

• In many cases, the 
environments are changing 
faster than the data available 
to understand the change
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Practical Example: 
Trends affecting supply-chain decision-makers



The Risks and 
Our Response



What keeps 
us up at 
night…



Jumping to the tools and technology 
before considering the question…



Hammers and 
Nails

https://cobusgreyling.medium.com/the-large-language-model-landscape-9da7ee17710b



Convergence of technologies will likely have a dramatic impact on the 
acceleration of cyber-malfeasance

Petya, WannaCry and CryptoLocker

Data Destruction, 
Obfuscation and 

Ransomware 

Bootleg movies, stolen passwords, exfiltration

Leaking Intellectual 
Property 

Dyn attack, multiple DDoS using connected devices, data 
poisoning

Exacerbating weakness 
in the Internet of Things 

and other technology

Massively complex, learning models, deepfake, misinformation / 
disinformation, identity

Malfeasant use of 
Artificial Intelligence 

and Machine Learning

Cyber for Space, Quantum Hacking

Malfeasant use of 
Quantum Computing, 
Interplanetary/Space  Source:https://purplesec.us/security-

insights/data-breaches/



Source: https://www.rd.com/article/misinformation-vs-
disinformation/

Source:https://www.pymnts.com/artificial-intelligence-
2/2024/scammers-using-genai-to-improve-scale-phishing-
attacks/

Fake stuff…



https://www.trail-ml.com/blog/eu-ai-act-how-risk-is-classified

https://artificialintelligenceact.com/

https://www.csis.org/blogs/strategic-technologies-blog/ai-regulation-coming-
what-likely-
outcome#:~:text=31%20countries%20have%20passed%20AI,are%20subject%2
0to%20different%20regulations.

The World is Focused on AI Like Never Before…



Still very far from “movie AI”

• Deep question-and-answer natural language computer 
system

• Search engine—albeit a very sophisticated one

• Bayesian probability scoring model that attempts to 
improve accuracy of returned answers

• ‘Trained’ by humans

What AI is NOT…

• Not a “thinking” autonomous entity

• Does not LEARN in the sense that 
humans do

• The ways in which Watson gets better: 
increase database, add computational 
power, invest more people time to train

Example: What Watson is But wait… what?

• Still not a “thinking” autonomous entity

• Does not LEARN in the sense that 
humans do, however can mimic humans

• The ways in which GenAI gets better: 
increase database, add computational 
power, invest more people time to train

• Similar, yet not at all…



Risk

Opportunity

We can learn much from relationships



The 
complexity 

of 
relationships

https://mosaicprojects.com.au/PMKI-ORG-040.php

With massive amounts of data, exploring relationships becomes quickly 
overwhelming

THE PROMISE THE INCONVENIENT TRUTH



Source 
https://twitter.dr460nf1r3.org/pic/orig/enc/bW
VkaWEvRmFLckhfdlhFQUlDR1NULmpwZw==

Supervised methods
• A priori knowledge
• Sampling errors
• Assignable vs. random cause variation

Unsupervised methods
• Stability
• Representation
• Signal vs. noise

Hybrid/cognitive methods
• Transparency
• Explainability

A plethora of methods Assumptions / challenges

We can’t just push the “AI” button



Modern methods, modern 
problems:

Brittleness of methods

Obvious to humans?

Reasonableness of 
expectations

Agency

Hype vs. Net New

Regulatory compliance

Responsible AI

How far can we trust the machine? 
How far SHOULD we trust the 
machine?…



Selected Types of Bias (i.e., intentionally biased)

 Confirmation Bias – focusing only on data that is supporting your a priori conclusion

 Optimism Bias – Overestimating the likelihood of positive outcomes

 Dunning-Kruger effect – The more you know, the less confident you become

 Curse of knowledge – Once you understand, you assume it to be obvious to others

 Barnum effect – Imputing specifics based on vague statements

 Convenience Sampling – Using the data you have regardless of stratified representative sampling

Mitigation

 Empirical Rigor

 Diversity / inclusion

 Formal review / knowledge retention 

Some bias is very “human” – some is easily transferrable to 
machines – AT SCALE
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Practical Example: drawing new insight from large systems of data



Future Trends & Recommendations



Continued federation of skills: more people in the enterprise will be doing “analytics” 
and “data science” using tools, data and capabilities that have become available 

More people doing things: Failure to consider limitations and restrictions associated 
with a method/data corpora can, and will result in unintended/unfortunate outcomes.

Augmented intelligence: continued emergence of AI coupled with human decision-
making/converge on better advice as the process continues.

Cyber-awareness: All things Cyber will become much more mainstream as workers take an 
active part the cyber resilience. Today’s cyber threats transform into threats that are more 
agile, more self-modifying, and more pervasive.

Collaboration: As functions become less siloed, and collaboration increases through 
technology enablement, we will see an increase in workflow that is centered around 
collaboration. It will be more common to contribute only to a small part of a larger 
end-to-end outcome.

AI optimization in hardware: AI will continue to move to smaller and smaller context, 
allowing for the integration of AI-enabled components into larger systems. 

Ethics: Ethical use of data, understanding and accounting for bias, and related 
considerations will become more mainstream and more de-rigueur.

Regulation will continue to evolve, providing more shared vocabulary and common 
understanding of concepts. Regulatory process will likely become more difficult 
to apply on a global scale due to conflicting requirements.

IOT / Connectivity: Ability of devices to discover one another and to inter-operate 
will continue to improve.

Autonomous: The requirement for autonomous devices (not connected to a 
person or to some centralized application) will put increasing demands on “AI-on the spot” 
– capabilities.

Coming of age of Cyber: New cyber threats will force the evolution of new cyber 
resilience capabilities. 

Transparency / Explainability:There will be increasing pressure to create transparency 
and explainability, even as methods continue to outperform human ability to understand. 
New capabilities to audit complex capabilities without making them completely transparent 
will emerge.

Permissible use: There will be increasing pressure to explain by what right certain data 
and capabilities are being used in any particular context.

Clinical mindset: As systems become increasingly complex and interconnected, the job of 
data and analytics practitioners will be come much more like that of clinical practitioners: 
forming differential diagnoses and selecting interventions in complex systems in order to
achieve a desired outcome. 

Emerging trends that inform our innovation



Myths:
• We will all report to a robot
• AI will take over everything
• The only meaningful jobs will be to serve the 

machines
• Everything we do will be judged by an 

algorithm

Realities:
• We will take some direction from machines
• AI will augment decision making
• In critical situations AI will make the decision 

when we can not or should not
• New skills and new opportunities will emerge

SOURCE: McKinsey Global Institute analysis

Myths vs. reality



In the past, we looked for…

• Data Curator
• Analyst
• Modeler
• Statistician
• Methodologist

Now, we need all of that and more!

• Coder?
• Sampling Guru
• Methodology Savant
• Governance Expert
• Problem Formulator
• Detective
• Visionary
• Story-Teller
• Diplomat

New skills…
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What are the questions: Challenging our assumptions

•Is this situation enough like something in the past to permit drawing inference from experience

•How is the situation manifesting vs. what is assumed to be going on?

•What are the aspects of the situation which must be assumed to be true in order to move forward?

•How precise must we be in order to make a decision vs. cost of NOT making a decision?

What information is available: Assessing the data landscape

•How does the rate of change in the environment compare to the rate of change in the data?

•How can we understand the impact of veracity in the data?

•How will we know when the situation has changed sufficiently that we need to change any of our assumptions?

What are we missing: The balance between “necessary” and “sufficient”

•What are others doing?

•Are there opportunities for collaboration that are enabled by the disruption?

•How are we addressing organizational fatigue, unrelated risks, and ongoing demands?

Data based decisions in the context of disruption



Key ChallengesExplanationInnovation Focus

Rate of disruption exceeds rate of 
curation. Lack of ground truth. 
Actions taken to react may not be 
visible with old discovery methods.

Assess data curation vs. rate of 
change in the environment. What is 
no longer true? What assumptions 
have changed?

Understand the 
Universe

Many traditional modeling and 
machine learning methods are not 
appropriate. 

Establish methods to assess 
disruption based without relying on 
“learning” from prior trends.

Understand Patterns 
of Disruption

Recognize, react, adapt, recover, 
repeat. – Plan future scenarios 
before disruption to increase 
resiliency.

Provide information to enterprise and 
agencies in a timely manner to 
reduce the impact of the crisis.

Support Decisions

Hybrid methods, confirmation bias, 
other sources of variation.

Establish AI and analytic methods 
that survive ongoing disruption.

Analytics for the “New 
Normal”

Regulatory compliance, permissible 
use, veracity, regression..

Deliver products and services in time 
to be relevant.

Innovation in the 
context of Disruption

Market pressure, increasing 
customer demands, 
timing/relevance.

Understanding the cost and impact of 
a failure to act.

Opportunity Cost

LEARNING

• Some best practice can be borrowed 
from “Disaster Remediation” –
however new methods are crucial as 
the situation matures.  

• Due to the non-simultaneous impact 
of the crisis, location data and 
regional dependencies are extremely 
important.

• Resiliancy is quite varied by industry, 
location, and other factors.

• Sharing of information and 
capabilities is an emerging critical 
success factor.

• Innovation resiliency will be put to 
the test in ways we are only 
beginning to understand
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Thoughts on innovation in the context of disruption



Thinking about the future

Source: frankdiana.net



Practical Example: Keeping an eye on emerging future technology and what it 
makes possible

Pre-Quantum:

•Quick Sort, Bubble 
Sort, Greedy Sorts

h

h
O(N) steps

h

O(√N) steps

Fully Realized Quantum:
•Spatial Quantum Searching, 
Hyper-Cryptography

Proto-Quantum:

•Grover’s Algorithm, Deustch-
Josza Algorithm, Heuristic Sorts, 
Probabilistic Sorts

Randomness, and thus dependency quantification is 
a shifted paradigm in Quantum Computation

Encode and Decode via Difficult 
Computational Problem

RSA
Rabin 
Public 
Key

ElGamal
Public 
Key

Blum-
Gold-
wasser

Deterministic –
Prime/Modular Arithmetic

Probabilistic – Discrete 
Log / Group Arithmetic

Quantum algorithms can ‘solve’ problems which 
would otherwise be computationally intractable



Always look for the 
“Aha!”



Change is everywhere

Change begets 
change

Change = 
survival

Change is messy

The only people who 
really like change all 

the time are wet 
babies!



A few final thoughts

Tools are not “the answer” 
– they are tools!

We will be forced to react 
more quickly – it’s up to us 
to do that wisely

We must learn to ask better 
questions, not simply 
“click” for answers

We must become more 
clinical, and better 
observers of change

Disruption is a great teacher –
but only if we learn from it

Working together produces 
synergy, but has a cost

Moving quickly… enough, but 
not so quickly that we repeat 
our mistakes



We can’t solve problems by using 
the same kind of thinking we used 
when we created them.



What will you do 
tomorrow?


